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Abstract

The whole world ecological environment worsens, and low-carbon economical and sustainable development becomes the general trend. The retail trade as the middle link of the whole economic cycle plays an important role on the relations of each essential factor in the entire economic environment. The concepts of low-carbon economy, and green logistics, and electrical appliances retail trade are discussed and the problems existing in the green logistics of the electrical appliances retail trade are explored. Based on the analysis of the business process and functions of green logistics in the electrical appliances retail trade, the system architecture of green logistics in the electrical appliances retail trade is established. Finally, the strategies and measures of greening logistics in the electrical appliances retail industry are proposed.
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1. Introduction

It is necessary for the human society to take the low carbon and green development path because industrialization has driven society development and has resulted in a series of environmental problems. Logistics development also should follow environmentally sustainable development. The applications of green logistics to various fields have become an important project.
2. The related literature reviewed

What is the low-carbon economy? The white book of Britain named “Our future energy: creating a low carbon economy”\(^{[1]}\) said that low-carbon economy is an economic system with little or no greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere, or an economic system that the carbon footprint is close to or equal to zero. Chinese Academy of Science \(^{[2]}\) considers that a low carbon economy is an economic model based on low energy and low pollution and low emission. Currently there is no uniform definition of low-carbon economy. Here the definition of low-carbon economy is given as follows based on the aggregation of the studies at home and abroad. The low carbon economy is an economic development model of high energy efficiency and low energy consumption and low emission. The core meanings of the low-carbon economy are the development of low carbon technologies and using alternative energy sources and promoting low-carbon consumption and establishing a low-carbon development institution and making low-carbon development policies.

The appliances retail industry mainly engaged household appliances. Appliances retail as the intermediate links of the manufacturers and consumers of household electrical appliances have an important responsibility on protecting the environment and have sufficient favorable conditions.

The green logistics emerges and develops in 1990s. H. J. Wu and S. Dunn \(^{[3]}\), Jean-Paul Rodrigue, Brian Slack and Claude Comtois \(^{[4]}\) put forward their own point of view. The executive committee of reverse logistics of the United States \(^{[5]}\) also defines green logistics. The book “Green Logistics” written by Bjorn N. and Palle Petersen in Denmark considers that green logistics is the ecological management of the former logistics and reverse logistics. "Logistics Term" (GB/T18354-2001) published in China in 2001 considers that the logistics resources can be fully used with achieving the purification of the logistics environment and no damage to the environment. EU and Japan also made relevant government policies and industry measures. UK takes green measures on supply chain management in the manufacturing. P. R. Murphy and R. F. Poist \(^{[6]}\) put forward a green logistics strategy model. The research of green logistics in China is mainly located in the theoretical study and the specific application is less discussed.

3. The system architecture of green logistics in the electrical appliances retail industry

3.1. The problems analysis of green logistics in appliances retail industry

The market competition and homogenization of home appliances results in profit margins of home appliance retailers reducing greatly \(^{[7]}\). The current problems of green logistics of home appliance retail in China existed mainly in the industry environment and enterprise operations.

The problems existed in industry environment are as follows: Green awareness is weak; Industrial base is weak; People qualified to this field are short; Competitive advantage is lack.

The problems existed in enterprise operations are as follows: The retailer does not play a regulatory role on the manufacturer in procurement aspect; Most of warehouse do not meet the green requirements; Retailers cannot recycle and conserve natural resources in the packaging; Distribution arrangements are unreasonable and low efficiency and distribution vehicles do not meet environmental requirements; The waste products and packaging rarely can be recycled; Enterprises focus on economic efficiency and neglect environmental protection.

3.2. The system architecture of green logistics in appliances retail industry

According to the analysis of business process and problems existing in green logistics of appliances retail trade, its system architecture is constructed as shown in Figure 1.
3.3. **Explanations on system architecture of green logistics in appliances retail industry**

The main agents of green logistics system include appliance makers and electrical retailers and consumers and third-party logistics.

The green logistics process from appliance manufacturers to final consumers include green procurement and green transportation and green storage and green packaging and reverse logistics [8].

There are two ways of moving household electrical appliances from manufacturers to retailers. The first way is that the products are transported from manufacturers directly to retailers and the second way is through third-party logistics. In order to implement green logistics, the logistics process should be green. Manufacturers should purchase green resources and pack the product green. The third-party logistics should keep green packaging and green transport. The retailers are mainly faced with green storage.

There are two cases of moving home appliances from retailers to consumers. One is transporting goods directly from retailers to consumers and the other is through the third-party logistics. Greening logistics is reflected in retail green packaging and third-party logistics green packaging and green transport.

The reverse logistics is that consumers transport the used products to the third-party logistics or the retailers. The concept of green consumption and behavior has an important influence for this green logistics process.

4. **The strategies and measures of greening logistics in the electrical appliances retail industry**

Green logistics can reduce costs, improve efficiency, expand market, develop enterprises sustainably, and facilitate access to government support. According to the structure of green logistics system in home appliance retail, the strategies and measures are proposed as follows.
4.1. Green procurement

Manufacturers should adopt green production methods and consider environmental factors when they choose raw materials. Retailers in the process of products procurement should consider the green degree including the product itself and product packaging by giving more concessions to the higher green degree of brand to urge the manufacturer to the green direction.

4.2. Green packaging

Packaging of home appliances involves manufacturers, retailers and the third party logistics. Manufacturers need to consider on packaging materials and design. Retailers control purchasing power, so they should choose appliances brands having green packaging friendlier to environment. Retailers should also focus on the warehousing and distribution transport. Packaging should be easy to transport and store. It is necessary to create a new transport system and improve the packaging and use the appropriate form of new packaging to reduce the failure rate of products and breakage handling cost of goods and the energy consumption. The third-party logistics companies should choose safe packaging materials to reduce damage during transportation and think the recycling of packaging because transport and distribution are repetitive in a professional logistics and transport companies.

4.3. Green transport

Green Transport of goods has four transport lines including the transport from manufacturers to retailers, the transport from manufacturers to retailers through third-party logistics, the transport from retailers to the final consumer and the transport from retailers to consumers through third-party logistics. Manufacturers and retailers and third-party logistics usually reach an agreement to jointly coordinate the logistics process to complete the transport.

Current retail distribution models include distribution of suppliers, self-distribution, third-party distribution and joint distribution. This paper argues that retail enterprises choose the delivery mode according to the different and reasonable mode of operation. Specific measures are as follows.

- Establishing an electronic information system. The situation of logistics system can be controlled through the information system of logistics. The delivery system of retailers should include location, time, personnel, cargo type, storage information, installation information, and etc. The information system can be applied to information collection, information classification, information processing, and distribution arrangement of goods.

- Using green vehicles. The promotion of using green vehicles depends on both business and government support because the cost of green vehicles is higher than ordinary freight cars. Government needs to establish standards for logistics vehicles and control the use of pollution vehicle and give subsidies for green vehicles and establish relevant incentive mechanism.

- Choosing reasonable delivery mode. The reasonable model should be used to the specific circumstances in order to increase the use of intensive resources and reduce duplication of vehicle transportation and emissions.

The above three ways of green transport could be used to manufacturers and third-party logistics.

4.4. Green storage

It is necessary for appliances retail to meet the general requirements of storage management and think of the special nature of home appliances.
Creating secure storage environment.
Building rational distribution warehouse.
Developing an electronic inventory system.
Arranging reasonable inventory quantity.
Keeping safety of goods in the process of warehouse operations.

4.5. Green reverse logistics

The new product packaging equipment and materials could be recycled during goods are distributed and installed to customers. The used appliances and packaging can be recycled by retailers alone or recovered by third-party logistics, and then returned to the manufacturers for re-use or concentrate.

4.6. Enhance the enterprise’s awareness of green logistics

Enterprises should improve the green awareness of logistics and build green corporate culture and promote the development of green logistics. Taking the social responsibility of environmental protection will enhance the corporate image.

The implementation of green logistics needs the support of institutions and standards decided by a nation. The Government should issue preferential policies and adopt preferential policies and support the implementation of green logistics of home appliances retailers. Home appliances retailer, manufacturers and third party logistics could sign the related agreements and supervise the implementation of green logistics and enhance their level of green logistics through their own norms.

5. Conclusions

The structure system of green logistics in the appliances retail industry and implementation strategies and corresponding measures are put forward in this paper. The further study will focus on the international comparative analysis of green logistics in home appliances retail industry and the innovations of policies and institutions to explore long-term mechanism of green logistics.
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